Thanks for considering Ben & Jerry’s ice cream for your birthday party needs. We have expanded our parties to include more options to fit your price and time needs. Below is a brief description of each party and what is offered. Please let us know if you have any questions and how we can help make your child’s party the best Ben & Jerry’s ever! Contact Karen at scoopss4u@gmail.com or 704 892-0604.

❖ **Make your own Waffle Cone Sundae Party!- $250 for up to 10 kids, plus $21.95 per child after 10**

  Included in this party a tour of the scoop shop. Each child will taste flavors from the dip case, pretend like they work at Ben & Jerry’s and see where the ice cream sleeps at night. They will decorate a cookie and make a waffle bowl in preparation for their sundae! We will also do a craft that each child will take home. The most exciting part is when they get to create their very own Ben & Jerry’s ice cream Sundae to eat at the end of the party at our toppings bar! Don’t worry, we will show them how it’s done Ben & Jerry’s style. This party last 1.5 hours and includes cool aide or water, paper goods and all supplies. Each child will go home with a goodie bag that includes a Ben & Jerry’s coupon and craft. You don’t have to do anything, just show up and enjoy. For younger children, we offer story time, coloring sheets and games in lieu of the waffle cones and cookies. We can provide a visit of Woody the Cow during the whole party for an additional fee.

❖ **Tie Dye Canvas Bag Party!- $250 for up to 10 kids, plus $21.95 per child after 10**

  Included in this party a tour of the scoop shop. Each child will taste flavors from the dip case, pretend like they work at Ben & Jerry’s and see where the ice cream sleeps at night. They will create their own tie dye canvas bags with the help of our fabulous staff and have an ice cream cake with flavors of your choosing. You also get to pick 3 of the following options: decorate a cookie, make a waffle cone, make homemade ice cream, have story time or play Ben, Ben Jerry. This party has the option to upgrade the ice cream cake to a Vermonster Sundae for an extra $25. Lasting 1.5 hours, it includes cool aide or water, ice cream and all supplies. Each child will go home with a goodie bag that includes a Ben & Jerry’s coupon, goodies and the tee shirt. You don’t have to do anything, just show up and enjoy. We can provide a visit of Woody the Cow during the whole party for an additional fee.
❖ **Tie Dye Shirt Party!** $250 for up to 10 kids, plus $21.95 per child after 10

Included in this party a tour of the scoop shop. Each child will taste flavors from the dip case, pretend like they work at Ben & Jerry’s and see where the ice cream sleeps at night. They will create their own tie dye tee shirts with the help of our fabulous staff and have an ice cream cake with flavors of your choosing. You also get to pick 3 of the following options: decorate a cookie, make a waffle cone, make homemade ice cream, have story time or play Ben, Ben Jerry. This party has the option to upgrade the ice cream cake to a Vermonster Sundae for an extra $25. This party last 1.5 hours and includes cool aide or water, paper goods and all supplies. Each child will go home with a goodie bag that includes a Ben & Jerry’s coupon, waffle cone and the tee shirt. You don’t have to do anything, just show up and enjoy. We can provide a visit of Woody the Cow during the whole party for an additional fee.

❖ **Decorate your own Mini Cake party!** $250 for up to 10 kids, plus $21.95 per child after 10

Included in this party is a tour of the scoop shop. Each child will taste flavors from the dip case, pretend like they work at Ben & Jerry’s and see where the ice cream sleeps at night. They make homemade ice cream and learn what it takes to make ice cream at home. They will decorate a cookie and learn how to roll their very own waffle cone. Each child will also do a craft they will take home. The most exciting part is they get to decorate their very own mini cake to eat at the end of the party! Don’t worry, we will show them how it’s done Ben & Jerry’s style. This party last 1.5 hours and includes cool aide or water, paper goods and all supplies. Each child will go home with a goodie bag that includes a Ben & Jerry’s coupon, their waffle cone and craft. You don’t have to do anything, just show up and enjoy. For younger children, we offer story time, coloring sheets and games in lieu of the waffle cones and cookies. We can provide a visit of Woody the Cow during the whole party for an additional fee.

❖ Have our Woody the Cow Mascot attend your party for an additional $50